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1. CALL TO ORDER

2. ADOPTION OF AGENDA

3. MINUTES FOR APPROVAL

(a) Minutes of the Mission Traffic and Transit Committee Meeting Held on 
October 4, 2018

4. OLD BUSINESS

(a) 11th Avenue – Topper Drive and Weaver Crescent – McEwen Avenue 
Petition to Change Two Bus Stops

(b) MOTI Projects/Recent Meeting with MOTI Representative Updates

(c) ICBC Road Safety Updates – PowerPoint Presentation

5. NEW BUSINESS

(a) 2019 MTTC Meeting Schedule

(b) Traffic Safety Strategy

(c) Traffic Calming Policy

(d) Central Fraser Valley Transit Issues

(e) BC Transit, Potential Service Changes

(f) Follow-up Discussion on Need for Additional Bus for Certain Portions 
of the Day at Mission Secondary School

6. CORRESPONDENCE

(a) Traffic Enquiry Summary

(b) Parking and Safety Issues on 7th Avenue Mayor Response Letter

(c) Jimmy’s Lunchbox Memo
7. NEXT MEETING

8. ADJOURNMENT
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The Minutes of the Mission Traffic and Transit Committee meeting held in the Council 
Chambers at the Municipal Hall at 8645 Stave Lake Street, Mission, BC on Thursday, 
October 4, 2018 commencing at 1:30 pm. 

Members Present: Councillor Danny Plecas, Chair 
Councillor Pam Alexis, Vice-Chair 
Constable Nathan Berce, RCMP 
Ken Collier, Member at Large, resident of the District of Mission 
Judith Ray, Mission Association for Seniors Housing 
Jodi Marshall, School District #75 
Heather Andrew, Mission Seniors Activity Center 
Tracy Kyle, Director of Engineering & Public Works 

Members Absent: Representative, Mission Community Services 
Representative, Mission Association for Community Living 
Representative, Mission Youth Committee 
Representative, United Way Fraser Valley 

Others Present: Michele Fernie, Engineering Technologist III – Traffic & Transportation 
Joan Hendriks, BC Old Age Pensioners’ Organization (Branch #28) 
Wendy Wilson, Mission Cycling Coalition 
David Hill, Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 
Kirsten Yaffe, School District #75 
Julie Holmes, Asset Technician 
Jay Jackman, Manager of Development Engineering and Projects 
Kate Woochuk, Insurance Corporation of British Columbia 

1. CALL TO ORDER

The Chair called the meeting to order.

2. ADOPTION OF AGENDA

Moved and seconded,
1. That the following item be added to this agenda under “New Business”:

• “Xaytem Left Turn Lane”; and
2. That the October 4, 2018 Mission Traffic and Transit Committee agenda be

approved as amended.
CARRIED 
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3. MINUTES FOR APPROVAL

Moved and seconded,
That the minutes of the June 7, 2018 meeting of the Mission Traffic and Transit
Committee be approved.
CARRIED

4. OLD BUSINESS

(a) Speeding on Henry Avenue
The Committee reviewed several reports from residents received through RCMP
regarding speeding in the Hatzic area. Staff will be evaluating the traffic throughout
all of Hatzic and placing traffic counters in the school zone to review school hours
specifically.
Action Item:  Staff will send a letter to the school and its Parent Advisory Council
advising of the speeding review and neighbourhood study. The complainants who
expressed concern regarding speeding within Hatzic will also receive follow up
communication.

(b) Hatzic Sidewalk Update
Michele Fernie presented information to the Committee regarding the contracted
sanitary installation project along Draper Street. Due to delays because of Hatzic
Secondary School’s schedule, staff are postponing the Hatzic sidewalk project until
2019. The Hatzic sidewalk project will be incorporated with the Hatzic traffic
neighbourhood study referenced above.
Action Item:  Staff to include the Hatzic sidewalk project update in the same above
mentioned letter to the school and its Parent Advisory Council. The complainants
who expressed concern regarding the Hatzic sidewalks to also receive follow up
communication.

(c) 1st Avenue – Update / Messaging of Bus Stops
Through the design process of the 1st Avenue Improvement Project, the middle-block
bus stop was eliminated, leaving two formalized bus stops remaining along
1st Avenue. There have been requests received by the Mission Seniors Activity
Center from transit riders to reinstate the middle-block bus stop, and the associated
costs and coordination were noted.
Action Item:  Staff will report to Council on re-instating the middle-block bus stop
after the current project contract has ended.

(d) 2nd Avenue Update – Bus Shelter Replacement and Safety Upgrades
The project is in its design stage and is on schedule to be completed by the end of
2018. In addition to the funding received from ICBC, BC Transit has obtained third
party funding to include a bus shelter funding portion, further reducing the overall
costs for the District of Mission.
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(e) MOTI Projects Updates
It was noted that the MOTI Committee members were absent from the Committee
meeting.
Staff reported that MOTI’s Highway 11 bridge paving project has been completed,
and also Phase 1 of the upgrading to the intersection of Highways 7 and 11 will be
commencing next month. This phase includes upgrades to turning, and increasing
the storage for vehicles that are turning.

(f) ICBC Road Safety Updates - Campaigns and PowerPoint Presentation on
Pedestrian Safety
Kate Woochuk, Insurance Corporation of British Columbia, presented information to
the Committee regarding the following campaigns completed over the past three
months:

• July – ‘CounterAttack Impaired Driving’ campaign
o Included a presence at the MissionFest that focused on finding a safe

ride home.
• August – Second annual ‘Drive Smart’ campaign

o Focused on all around awareness, including the top three factors
causing crashes.

o Driver refresher tests were offered with questions pulled right off of
the actual driver knowledge tests.

o Last year saw around 30 thousand participants, and this year it rose in
success to 140 thousand participants looking at their own behaviors.

• September – ‘Back to School’ and ‘Distractions’ campaigns
o Included a think of me campaign of positive ticketing, and Operation

Hang Up that made it almost impossible for a driver not to know to put
your phone down.

It was noted that the October ‘Pedestrian Safety’ campaign consists of volunteers 
and police targeting the biggest target audience – the general population in business 
clothing and/or all black – not looking to see if they are being seen. October’s 
campaign is set for October 11, 2018 at the Mission West Coast Express station. 
It was noted that no PowerPoint presentation followed, however if any partnering 
agencies desire road safety education presentations, they can be provided for ICBCs 
Licensing program, New to BC program, and the Enhanced Road Assessment for 
Seniors program. The next and reoccurring Road Assessment for Seniors program 
presentation is set for November 1, 2018 at the Mission Seniors’ Centre. 
Action Item: The RCMP will gather information in relation to ICBC campaigns for 
inclusion on the District’s website.  

5. NEW BUSINESS

(a) Traffic Calming Policy
Staff are reviewing and updating the existing Traffic Calming Policy for Council’s
consideration.  To date, the policy has never been updated, nor does it take road
classifications into consideration.  Until the new policy has been completed and
approved, all traffic calming requests are on hold.  The policy will align with the
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existing Local Area Service Policy by creating the warranty of local service area 
funding. 
It was noted that ICBC promotes funding for traffic calming – usually $1,000 to 
$2,000. 

(b) Jimmy’s Lunchbox – Pedestrian Concerns
Discussions ensued regarding pedestrian safety on Bridge Street at Jimmy’s
Lunchbox.  Patrons are forced to park on the opposite side of Bridge Street once the
parking on the restaurant side of the street runs out. Additionally, there is a “no
parking” sign on Bridge Street where it intersects with London Avenue, and another
sign stating patrons can’t park anywhere else except the designated cross street
area.
Action Item: Michele Fernie will conduct a site visit to determine if/what safety
improvements are required.

(c) Changes to Intersection Safety Camera Program
It was noted that the intersection safety camera positioned on Lougheed Highway
will be changed as of the date of this meeting to issue tickets to the owner of the
vehicle regardless of who is driving it. The camera was also upgraded to staying
active from intermittently to twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.

(d) Rai Avenue – Pedestrian Safety After Dark
The Committed reviewed a request by pedestrians of the Sikh Community to install
additional lighting on Rai Avenue in the area of Walmart.
It was noted the one streetlight in the area belongs to the District, and that this is a
light industrial area that is not heavily trafficked. BC Hydro recently added a
streetlight beside the bus stop there, and looked at trimming some bushes and other
things that can improve people’s feeling of safety.
Action Item: Staff will work with BC Hydro to see if there can be more lighting
installed and will report back to the Committee.

(e) Ambassador Program – Acknowledging the Volunteers
It was noted that the Ted and ECG ambassadors providing volunteer assistance for
the 1st Avenue Improvement Project received positive feedback from the residents
they assisted along the street during construction.
Moved and seconded,
That Tracy Kyle prepare a thank you letter to the Ted and ECG volunteer
ambassadors for all the services they provided.
CARRIED
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(f) 14th Avenue – Resident Meeting Outcome / Improvements / Ties to Staff Report 
Michele Fernie presented information to the Committee regarding an update to the 
May 7, 2018 report to Council, “Sidewalk Program Update 2018”, Council approved 
the recommendation within this report to include sidewalk installation on 14th Avenue 
for consideration with the 2019 budget discussions.  Ms. Fernie explained that 
sidewalks should really be part of a larger capital project, including road upgrading 
and improvements to the signals at Cedar Street and 14th Avenue. Staff will be 
reporting back to Council and include conceptual drawings.
Concerns have been raised by residents, and the design of the road will attempt to 
address speeding concerns.
Discussion ensued regarding implementation of 50 km speed limit signs on 
14th Avenue.  Staff will investigate a program involving relocation of the speed reader 
board from Stave Lake Street to 14th Avenue as part of a speed reader program. Kate 
Woochuk, Insurance Corporation of British Columbia, presented information to the 
Committee regarding ICBC’s three strike program, which combines the use of a 
speed watch volunteer or speed reader board, and police to issue inoffensive tickets, 
and bring awareness back to the driver.

(g) 11th Avenue – Topper Drive, and Weaver Crescent – McEwen Avenue Petition 
to Change Two Bus Stops
A petition has been received through the mayor’s office requesting the relocation of 
two bus stops, one on 11th Avenue, and one in Hatzic.
It was noted that more consultation and a meeting with BC Transit and other 
stakeholders should commence in advance to any decisions made regarding 
changing the bus stops.
Moved and seconded,
That staff work with BC Transit to determine the logistics surrounding moving a stop, 
and why they are there to begin with, and that no funds be spent prior to more 
consultation due to the 2,500 plus hours being introduced into this system in the 
future.
CARRIED

(h) Cedar Valley Connector – Safety Concerns
The Committee discussed a recent accident whereby a vehicle travelling southbound 
on Cedar Valley Connector lost control and left the road, nearly crashing into a 
townhouse complex on the east side. Staff subsequently met with a strata 
representative of the complex to discuss options to improve safety on this road.
It was noted that this is the third accident in the last few years on Cedar Valley 
Connector, and therefore staff will be preparing a report to Council to request funding 
for traffic safety improvements in this area.  This will be in addition to any funding 
from ICBC.

(i) RCMP – School Zones and Speeding Update
The Committee discussed the issue of drivers not slowing down or stopping at 
intersections, specifically at Cade Barr Street and Cherry Avenue (near Edwin S.
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Richards Elementary School). The installation of larger stop signs was discussed, 
however it was determined that since the intersection is relatively flat and straight 
which improve visibility, bigger stop signs are not warranted. Speedbumps also are 
not a viable option, as drivers should be stopping at stop signs, not slowing down. 
Roundabouts could be considered as an option. 
Action Item: Michele Fernie will conduct a school zone traffic study that will include 
the above referenced school. 

(j) Speeding on Kenney Avenue, Harms Street, and Cherry Avenue
It was noted that Harms Street was referenced in error, and that is should have been
Cade Barr Street. This agenda item was addressed in the RCMP’s School Zones
and Speeding Update discussion.

(k) Xaytem Left Turn Lane
The Committee reviewed the information received from Jodi Marshall, School
District #75, with regards to the installation of a no west bound left turning lane for
the busloads of kids frequenting the Xaytem Longhouse Interpretive Centre on
Lougheed Highway. Currently, buses are required to travel down Lougheed Highway
and past Xaytem to Shook Street or Sylvester Road to avoid backing up traffic along
Lougheed Highway. The Committee discussed the need for a left turn lane into the
Xaytem Longhouse Interpretive Centre.
Action Item: Tracy Kyle will document and forward these concerns to the MOTI in
light of their absence, and obtain the logistics and financial details involved with the
Committees request for a left turn lane. Those details will be provided to the
Committee at a future meeting.

6. CORRESPONDENCE

Correspondence to the District regarding traffic and/or transit-related issues, were
received by the Committee for information.

7. NEXT MEETING

Thursday, December 6, 2018 at 1:30 pm in the Council Chambers at the Municipal
Hall.

8. ADJOURNMENT

Moved and seconded,
That the meeting be adjourned.
CARRIED
The meeting adjourned at 3:30 pm.
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2019 Proposed MTTC Meeting Schedule 

MTTC meetings are held 1:30 – 3:30 the first Thursday of every 2nd month in the 
City Hall Council Chambers unless otherwise notified. Please note that there is no 
August meeting. 

Meeting Date 
Cut-off for 
Agenda Item Submissions* 

February 7 January 23 

April 4 March 20 

June 6 May 22 

October 3 September 18 

December 5 November 20 

*Please email mmckimmie@mission.ca for agenda item submissions.
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Table 1.  Traffic Safety Strategy – Improving Vehicle, Pedestrian and Cycling Safety in Mission 

Category of 
Complaint 

Description of Safety Issues Potential Mitigation Measures Agencies to be 
Involved 

Implementation 

A. Speeding vehicles

a. on Major
roads

Excessive speeds on arterial 
and collector roads 

Enforcement RCMP 
Engineering: Coordination on Cedar St 
(400m intersection  spacing) 

District of Mission Investigate coordination on 
Cedar Street corridor 

Education: “Don’t race to red” campaign ICBC 

Engineering: speed display devices District of Mission; 
ICBC 

Set up evaluation process for 
sites; estimate costs; request 
funding 

b. on Minor
roads

Commuter and non-
neighbourhood traffic 
speeding on neighbourhood 
roads 

Engineering: traffic calming measures, 
turn restrictions 

District of Mission Update traffic calming policy 
(underway); evaluate requests 

Design of subdivisions District of Mission; 
Planning 

Investigate design options; 
revise standards 

c. on Rural
roads

1. High speeds resulting in
serious crashes at intersections

Engineering:   signs, lighting, overhead 
flashing beacons 

District of Mission; 
ICBC 

Set up evaluation process for 
sites; estimate costs; request 
funding 

Enforcement RCMP 
2. high speed crashes at
horizontal curves

Engineering:   side-mounted flashers, fog 
lines, pavement reflectors 

District of Mission: 
ICBC 

Set up evaluation process for 
sites; estimate costs; request 
funding 

Enforcement RCMP 
3. high speed crashes at
vertical curves

Engineering:  signs District of Mission Set up evaluation process for 
sites 

Enforcement RCMP 
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B. Intersection safety

a. signalized Congestion leading to risk-
taking. Lack of sight lines of 
opposing vehicles. 
Pedestrian/vehicle conflicts. 

Engineering:  add signal phases, construct 
left turn lanes, restrict movements, 
change layout to roundabout 

District of Mission; 
ICBC 

Note: ICBC completed 
a safety review of 
Cedar corridor (our 
highest crash 
locations) 

Set up evaluation program for 
review of high accident 
locations; request funding to 
improve 1 intersection 
annually 

b. all-way
stop

Pedestrian/vehicle conflicts. 
Visibility of stop signs, stop 
sign compliance. 

Engineering:  add street lights; add 
overhead flashing beacons, construct 
roundabout 

District of Mission; 
ICBC 

Set up evaluation process for 
sites; Estimate costs; request 
funding 

Enforcement RCMP 
c. two-way

stops
Delays leading to risk-taking.  
Lack of sight lines of opposing 
vehicles. 

Engineering:  change to all-way stops, 
construct roundabouts, install signals, 
add street lights 

District of Mission; 
ICBC 

As warranted; Estimate costs; 
request funding 

d. driveways Lack of sight lines of opposing 
vehicles.  

Engineering:  add  hidden driveway signs, District of Mission; 
Bylaws 

Review sites and install signs as 
required 

C. Road geometry issues

Requests for roadside barriers 
and curve warning signs 

Engineering:  install signs, barriers, street 
lights 

District of Mission; 
ICBC 

Set up evaluation process for 
sites; estimate costs; request 
funding 

D. Pedestrian safety

a. at road
crossings

Vehicles not stopping for 
pedestrians; pedestrian 
visibility issues 

Engineering:  install crosswalks, street 
lights, pedestrian-activated flashing 
beacons, curb bulges 

District of Mission; 
ICBC 

As warranted; Estimate costs; 
request funding 

Engineering: existing non-stop controlled 
pedestrian crossings 

District of Mission Update Crosswalk Policy to 
include RRFB and Special 
Crosswalk; review all non-stop 
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controlled pedestrian crossings 
for conformance to current 
Pedestrian Crossing Control 
Guide. (underway) 

Enforcement RCMP 
Education: encourage pedestrians to make 
themselves visible 

ICBC 

b. along
roads

Pedestrians walking in travel 
lanes or too close to traffic; 
nighttime visibility 

Engineering:  sidewalks, street lights District of Mission Set up evaluation process for 
sites 

Education: encourage pedestrians to make 
themselves visible 

ICBC 

c. near
Elementary
Schools

Safety at crosswalks Programming: provide crossing guards School District 75 

E. Cycling

Lack of comfortable cycling 
facilities for all ages and 
abilities   

Engineering: improve on-street and off-
street cycling facilities 

District of Mission Develop a more 
comprehensive cycling 
network; develop plans for 
cycling construction projects; 
estimate costs; request funding 

Education: encourage and promote cycling 
as part of a healthy lifestyle 
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POLICY AND PROCEDURE 
MANUAL

Category: 
Streets & Roads 

Number: 
EPW.32(A) NEIGHBOURHOOD TRAFFIC CALMING POLICY 

Type: Authority: Approved By: 
☒ Policy
☐ Procedure

☐ Council
☒ Administrative

☒ Council
☐ Chief Administrative Officer
☐ Department Head

Office of Primary Responsibility:  Engineering 
Date Adopted:  
March 4, 2019 

Council Resolution No:  
RC19/XXX 

Date to be Reviewed: 
March 2022 

Manner Issued: District Website, Pipeline 

BACKGROUND: 

The District of Mission receives numerous requests each year for Traffic Calming on 
neighbourhood roads. Traffic Calming measures such as speed humps/tables, curb extensions, 
raised medians, and traffic circles are designed to encourage safe driving by slowing down the 
speed of vehicles and reducing the volume of traffic on local roads. 

Traffic Calming can be controversial, and general support of the residents and owners of 
parcels in an area is desirable before Traffic Calming measures are implemented. The 
measures may also require funding contributions from residents and owners. This policy sets 
out the processes for determining the level of support, the type of funding, and the 
apportionment of that funding. 
Traffic Calming projects are intended to be small scale neighbourhood-level projects, with low 
implementation costs. Projects which are projected to cost more than $50,000 will be 
considered Local Area Service projects and will be processed using the District’s Tax Policy for 
Local Service Areas.   

PURPOSE: 

The Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Policy (Policy) sets the criteria for the evaluation and 
prioritization process for Traffic Calming requests as well as the funding, approval, and 
implementation of Traffic Calming projects on District roadways.  

This Policy is intended to address existing road conditions. While it is not intended to guide new 
development, any Traffic Calming measure installed on newly constructed roads is also subject 
to Section 2 of this Policy. 

POLICY: 

1. Definitions
“Ballot Sheet” means a ballot mailed to all parcel owners and residents in the Benefiting
Area, affording each parcel one vote in the Traffic Calming initiative in their neighbourhood.
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“Benefiting Area” means the area which bounds the properties that face, flank or back 
onto the section of highway proposed to receive Traffic Calming and may be responsible for 
costs associated with the work. This area will include, at a minimum, the entire block where 
Traffic Calming measures are proposed. 
“Council” means the duly elected officials of the District of Mission, those being the Mayor 
and Councilors. 
“Director” means the Director of Engineering and Public Works or their designate. 
“District” means the District of Mission. 
“Funding Parties” means the owners or residents of parcels who have indicated a 
willingness to fund the proposed Traffic Calming measures. 
“Highway” means any public street, road, lane, and any other public way. 
“LAS” means Local Area Service, a municipal service that is to be paid for in whole or in 
part by an LAS tax, in accordance with the established LAS Bylaw. 
“Official Ballot for Traffic Calming” means an official Ballot Sheet and information 
package mailed out to all owners and residents of parcels in the Benefiting Area. 
“Parcel” means any lot, block or other area in which land is held or into which it is 
subdivided, but does not include a highway. 
“Preliminary Petition” means a petition form issued to the Proponent whereby signatures 
are requested from parcel owners or residents that benefit from or abut the proposed Traffic 
Calming project. 
“Proponent” means an owner or owners or resident(s) of a parcel who have requested 
Traffic Calming for their street or neighbourhood.  
“Traffic Calming” means physical features installed on a road to reduce the speeds at 
which vehicles travel, to discourage through traffic, to improve traffic safety, and to improve 
comfort levels for all road users. Traffic Calming measures may include speed humps, curb 
extensions, and mini-roundabouts or traffic circles. 

2. Traffic Calming
2.1 All Traffic Calming measures installed in the District of Mission shall conform to the

standards established in the Transportation Association of Canada’s Canadian Guide 
to Traffic Calming (February 2018) and any revisions thereto. 

2.2 In general, Traffic Calming measures will only be installed in residential areas or on a 
roadway adjacent to a park or school. Traffic Calming measures will generally be 
limited to the following measures and applications: 
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Traffic Calming Measure 

Location Applicability 

Local Rural 
Local Collector Arterial 

Emerg/ 
Priority 

#2 Snow 
Route

VERTICAL DEFLECTION 
Raised Crosswalk (only considered where
there is an existing marked crosswalk, or a 
crosswalk is warranted)

     

Speed Cushion      
Speed Hump/Table      
Speed Bump Lane 

only     
HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION 

Chicane      
Curb Radius Reduction      
Traffic Circle / Mini-Roundabout      
ROADWAY NARROWING 

Curb Extension      
On-Street Parking (as appropriate by road
cross-section)      
Centre Median      
SURFACE TREATMENT (generally used in conjunction with physical Traffic Calming measures) 
Sidewalk Extension / Textured 
Crosswalk      

Transverse Rumble Strips      
On-Road Pavement Markings (“Sign”,
converging chevrons)      

 Appropriate  Use with Caution  Not Appropriate

2.3 Other measures will only be considered in the event that the above measures would 
not, in the opinion of the Director, adequately address the identified traffic issues or 
concerns. The above notwithstanding, traffic control signs other than those associated 
with the above noted measures will not be considered for use as Traffic Calming 
measures. Signs are considerably less effective than structural measures in achieving 
speed and volume reductions or decreasing shortcutting traffic, and generally require 
enforcement for compliance. 

2.4 Vertical and horizontal deflection Traffic Calming measures will not be considered 
where: 
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a) Grades are greater than 8 percent;
b) Emergency access route would be significantly impacted; or
c) Location is a Priority #1 snow clearing route, in accordance with Snow Plowing

Policy EPW.25(C).

2.5 Caution must be exercised when considering Traffic Calming measures for transit 
routes and Priority #2 snow clearing routes.  

2.6 Stop signs shall not be considered for Traffic Calming. The purpose of a stop sign is to 
assign right-of-way at an intersection and they are only installed where MUTCD 
warrants are met. Unwarranted stop signs have low compliance rates, potentially 
leading to increased accidents, additional noise and air pollution, and increased 
speeds between intersections. 

3. Initiation

3.1 A request for Traffic Calming is generally initiated by a resident or business. Residents
and businesses can request Traffic Calming in writing via email, letter or by completing 
a Traffic Inquiry Form. The Traffic Inquiry Form is available on the District’s website. 

3.2 Staff will conduct an initial assessment to determine if a similar request has been 
submitted in the past five (5) years. If a request has been submitted and reviewed, staff 
will investigate if traffic patterns have changed significantly thereby necessitating a new 
investigation. If a previous request has been unsuccessful in the past five years, staff 
will document the findings and notify the Proponent. 

3.3 Staff will undertake a traffic study using the criteria and weighting for the Traffic 
Calming warrant included in Appendix A. The traffic study includes compiling data on 
traffic volumes, vehicle speeds, road classification, nearby pedestrian generators, and 
collision history. If Traffic Calming is not warranted, staff will document the findings and 
notify the Proponent.  

4. Evaluation and Funding Options

4.1 The warrant process will result in a numeric score ranging from 0 to 60. This score will
determine the applicable funding source. Traffic Calming requests that score 40 points 
or greater may be considered for District-funding, while requests that score between 20 
and 39 may be approved to be funded by residents. Traffic Calming requests which 
score less than 20 will not be approved. 

4.2 District-funded Traffic Calming projects will be prioritized based on the warrant score, 
and are subject to Council approval and available budget. Traffic Calming requests 
which meet the warrant for District funding, but for which funding is not currently 
available will be placed on the District’s unfunded budget list to be considered in a 
subsequent year. 

4.3 Traffic Calming projects with warrant scores below the District-funded threshold, but 
above the minimum threshold of 20 points may be funded directly by residents in the 
Benefiting Area. Costs associated with resident-funded Traffic Calming will be 100% 
borne by owners.  
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4.4 Traffic Calming projects which satisfy the warrant score for District-funded Traffic 
Calming, but do not receive District funding in a given year, may be funded by 
residents. Costs associated with these types of Traffic Calming projects will be 100% 
borne by owners. 

5. Project Development – Neighbourhood Support

5.1 If Traffic Calming is warranted, the Benefiting Area will be defined. The Benefiting Area
will be used to determine which residents are to be consulted in the Preliminary 
Petition, open house, and Official Ballot for Traffic Calming. The extents of the 
Benefiting Area are influenced by the nature of the traffic concerns. It may be confined 
to a single street if speeding is the major concern, or include an entire neighbourhood 
in the case of non-local or short-cutting traffic into local streets. For a local road, the 
Benefitting Area should be comprised of one block of the local road, at a minimum; 
while for a collector road, the Benefitting Area will encompass a larger area. 

5.2 A Preliminary Petition may be circulated by the Proponent to gauge neighbourhood 
support. The Proponent will be provided with: 

a) District of Mission Traffic Calming Guide (Appendix B); and
b) Applicable Preliminary Petition form (Appendix C).

5.3 The Proponent has up to sixty (60) days to circulate the Preliminary Petition for Traffic 
Calming and return it to the District. If the Preliminary Petition is not returned within 
sixty (60) days, the District will not take any further steps with respect to the proposed 
Traffic Calming.  

5.4 Sufficient support is deemed to exist when at least fifty percent (50%) of the residents 
of parcels (based on one vote per parcel) located in the proposed Benefiting Area 
have indicated their support for the proposed Traffic Calming on the Preliminary 
Petition.  

5.5 If the Preliminary Petition fails to achieve sufficient support, the Traffic Calming request 
will be closed and the location may not be considered for Traffic Calming for a period of 
one year. Staff will document the findings and notify the Proponent.  

5.6 If the Preliminary Petition is returned within sixty (60) days and the Director is satisfied 
that there is sufficient support for the proposed Traffic Calming project, staff will: 

a) form a residents’ advisory committee of up to four owners or residents of
parcels located in the Benefiting Area;

b) meet with residents’ advisory committee to review areas of concern and discuss
possible Traffic Calming measures to mitigate issues;

c) develop one or more options which meet the criteria of this policy and TAC
guidelines;

d) consult with the RCMP, Mission Fire and Rescue Service, transit and Public
Works;

e) prepare a cost estimate for each option; and
f) meet with the residents’ advisory committee to obtain input on the proposed

options.
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g) schedule an open house. All owners and residents in the Benefiting Area will be
invited to attend and provide input on proposed options. Notice of the open
house will be posted in the newspaper and District website. If concerns or
objections are identified which cannot be reasonably solved, the Traffic Calming
request will be closed. Staff will document the findings and notify the
Proponent.

h) finalize the preferred option’s design based on feedback from the open house
and revise the estimate as required. If the cost estimate of the preferred option
exceeds the allowable maximum for Traffic Calming projects, the Local Service
Area Tax Policy will be applied.

6. Funding Approval

6.1 Based on feedback at the open house, staff will request approval from Council to
initiate the Official Ballot for Traffic Calming process, or the LAS Tax Policy, and, in the 
case of a District-funded project, also request approval of funding-in-principal.  

6.2 If Council approves the request to initiate the Official Ballot for Traffic Calming process, 
staff will mail an information package to owners and residents of parcels in the 
Benefiting Area. The mail out will include a cover letter, project costs, and in the case 
of a resident-funded project the estimated cost plus a 5.5% administration fee to each 
parcel; a map of the proposed works; a Ballot Sheet (Appendix D); and a pre-paid, pre-
addressed return envelope. 

6.3 Each parcel is allocated a single vote in the process. If a parcel is owned by two or 
more persons the Ballot Sheet must be signed by the majority of owners. If the resident 
is not the owner and the support of the owner and resident are not the same, the vote 
for the parcel is considered neutral.  

6.4 Ballot Sheets are to be returned to the District within sixty (60) days, or another period 
of time as specified by the Director. Ballot Sheets received after sixty days will not be 
considered in the determination of sufficiency and validity of the Official Ballot for 
Traffic Calming.  

6.5 The Director will determine the sufficiency and validity of the Official Ballot for Traffic 
Calming. To be certified as sufficient and valid: 

a) a minimum fifty percent (50%) of parcels located in the Benefiting Area must
submit a Ballot Sheet; and

b) a minimum of two-thirds (66.7%) of parcels in the Benefiting Area must support
the project before it can proceed, even if a lesser number of owners/residents
are willing to fund a resident-funded project.

6.6 If the Official Ballot for Traffic Calming is not certified as sufficient and valid by the 
Director, the District will provide written notice to the owners/residents of parcels in the 
proposed Benefiting Area and will not take any further steps with respect to the 
proposed Traffic Calming, nor will any further requests for Traffic Calming be 
considered for five years, unless significant traffic pattern changes take place in the 
area. 
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6.7 If the Official Ballot for Traffic Calming has been certified as sufficient and valid by the 
Director, Council may choose to: 

a) approve construction and funding of a District-funded Traffic Calming project;
b) defer construction and funding of a District-funded Traffic Calming project to a

subsequent year;
c) approve construction of a resident-funded Traffic Calming project; or
d) cancel the Traffic Calming project.

6.8 If Council approves the construction of a resident-funded Traffic Calming project, all 
Funding Parties will be contacted to provide a deposit for their share of the estimate 
plus a 5.5% administration fee. 

6.8.1 In the case of a change in willingness to fund the Traffic Calming project by one 
or more parties, staff will contact the remaining Funding Parties to solicit 
sufficient funds for the project.  

6.8.2 If funding in the amount of the estimate and administration fee is not available, 
the Traffic Calming project will be placed on hold for one (1) year. If funding is 
not  secured within that year, the Traffic Calming project will be cancelled, and 
further requests for Traffic Calming will not be considered for an additional four 
(4) years. Any funds collected will be returned to the person(s) that provided the
deposit.

7. Implementation

7.1 Once funding is secured, the Traffic Calming project will proceed and the measures will
be implemented. 

7.2 Construction of approved Traffic Calming projects may be delayed by the Director to 
coordinate with other construction projects. 

7.3 Where possible, the Traffic Calming measures will be initially installed on a temporary 
basis. If after a monitoring period of at least six months the temporary measure is 
achieving the initial objectives then the permanent installation may be considered. This 
approach is not possible for measures involving vertical deflection such as speed 
humps, raised crosswalks, etc. 

7.4 For resident-funded Traffic Calming projects, if the actual cost of installation is less 
than the estimate and administration fee, the difference will be refunded to the Funding 
Parties in proportion to their contributions. If the cost of installation is more than the 
estimate and administration fee, the District will fund the additional expense.  

8. Evaluation

8.1 Evaluation of the performance of temporary measures will be done via a traffic study
similar to the one used in the Traffic Calming warrant process. 

8.2 For permanently installed measures staff will monitor the Traffic Calming measure to 
assess performance; however, residents will not be contacted for further input. 
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8.3 Once installed, Traffic Calming measures will generally remain in place. The process 
for removing Traffic Calming measures will follow the same initiation, project 
development, approval, and implementation procedure as a Traffic Calming request 
would. Resident requested Traffic Calming removal will be 100% resident funded. 

8.4 If Council decides to remove resident-funded Traffic Calming measures, it will pay for 
the removal and, if this occurs within two (2) years of the installation, it will refund the 
Funding Parties their contributions to the project. 

 RELATED POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AGREEMENTS AND/OR BYLAWS: 

Local Area Service Tax Policy FIN.53(C)  
Snow Plowing Policy EPW.25(C) 

*** END OF POLICY *** 

RECORD OF AMENDMENTS/REVIEW 

Policy # Date 
Adopted 

Date 
Reviewed 

Amended 
(Y/N) 

Date 
Reissued 

Authority (Resolution 
#) 

STR.32 2003-07-21 03/880 

STR.32 2008-04-02 Y CAO Approval 

STR.32 2009-02-02 Y RC09/064 

EPW.32(A) 
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APPENDIX A 

WARRANT CRITERIA FOR TRAFFIC CALMING STUDIES 

Criteria Points Basis for Points 

Speed 20 85th percentile vehicle speeds (1 point for every km above existing 
speed limit, up to a maximum of 20 points) 

Traffic Volume 10 Average daily traffic (varies based on road classification) 
• 10 – Local > 750 vehicles per day
• 5 – Local > 500 vehicles per day
• 10 – Collector >2,500 vehicles per day
• 5 – Collector > 1,500 vehicles per day

School 10 School frontage located within 150 m of location (scoring varies based 
on level of school)  

• 10 – Elementary School
• 5 – Middle School
• 3 – High School or Other

Park 10 Park frontage located within 150 m of the proposed location 

Crash History 5 Greater than 1 preventable accident per year for the last 5 years (based 
on ICBC data) 

Bike Route 5 Location is on a bike route 

Maximum Total 60 

40 points or greater - may be considered for District-funded Traffic Calming 
20 to 39 points - may be considered for resident-funded Traffic Calming  
20 points or less - will not be considered for Traffic Calming 

District-funded Traffic Calming projects will be prioritized according to their score. 
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APPENDIX B 

District Of Mission Traffic Calming Guide (in development) 
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APPENDIX C 

TEMPLATE PRELIMINARY PETITION FOR DISTRICT-FUNDED TRAFFIC CALMING 

Traffic calming generally involves the use of physical features installed on a road to a) reduce the speeds 
at which vehicles travel, b) discourage through traffic, c) improve traffic safety, and d) improve comfort 
levels for all road users. Typical traffic calming measures include speed humps, curb extensions, and 
traffic circles. 

 A request has been received from residents of your neighbourhood for the District of Mission to initiate 
a traffic calming project on <STREET(S)>. Please refer to the provided map for the extent of the 
neighbourhood covered by the request.  

Before the District can proceed with this request it is necessary to determine whether or not residents 
of the neighbourhood generally support traffic calming. In accordance with the District's Neighbourhood 
Traffic Calming Policy, for traffic calming to proceed to the next step at least 50% of the addresses below 
must support traffic calming. If supported, the following steps include identification of options, 
preparation of cost estimates, and an open house.  

By signing below I am indicating my support for a traffic calming project in my neighbourhood: 

Name: (Please print) Address: Signature: 

Provide phone no. if you 
wish to volunteer for the 
resident advisory 
committee (max. 4 
people) 

<i.e. 8645 Stave Lake St> 

<Address> 

<Address> 

<Address> 

<Address> 

<Address> 

Return this petition to the District of Mission Engineering Department on or before <DATE>. 
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TEMPLATE PRELIMINARY PETITION FOR RESIDENT-FUNDED TRAFFIC CALMING 

Traffic calming generally involves the use of physical features installed on a road to reduce the speeds at 
which vehicles travel, to discourage through traffic, to improve traffic safety, and to improve comfort 
levels for all road users. Typical traffic calming measures include speed humps, curb extensions, and 
traffic circles. 

 A request has been received from residents of your neighbourhood for the District of Mission to initiate 
a traffic calming project on <STREET(S)>. Please refer to the provided map for the extent of the 
neighbourhood covered by the request.  

Before the District can proceed with this request it is necessary to determine whether or not residents 
of the neighbourhood generally support traffic calming. In accordance with the District's Neighbourhood 
Traffic Calming Policy, for traffic calming to proceed to the next step at least 50% of the addresses below 
must support traffic calming. If supported, the following steps include identification of options, 
preparation of cost estimates, and an open house.  

This traffic calming project does not warrant District funding in accordance with the District’s 
Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Policy. Costs for this project will be borne 100% by residents. The intent 
of this petition is to determine neighbourhood support in principle; signing this petition carries no 
financial obligation. 

By signing below I am indicating my support in principle for a traffic calming project in my 
neighbourhood: 

Name: (Please print) Address: Signature: 

Provide phone no. if you 
wish to volunteer for the 
resident advisory 
committee (max. 4 
people) 

<i.e. 8645 Stave Lake St> 

<Address> 

<Address> 

<Address> 

<Address> 

Return this petition to the District of Mission Engineering Department on or before <DATE>. 
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APPENDIX D 

TEMPLATE BALLOT SHEET FOR 

DISTRICT-FUNDED TRAFFIC CALMING 

The District of Mission is considering the installation of the following traffic calming measures, as 
indicated on the map: 

1. <TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURE 1>; and
2. <TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURE 2>.

Please check one of the following: 

□ I/we support the above noted traffic calming

□ I/we DO NOT support the above noted traffic calming

Owner Name (print) Signature 

Owner Name (print) Signature 

Owner Name (print) Signature 

Owner Name (print) Signature 

Ballot must be received at the District of Mission Engineering Department by close of business on 
<DATE>. 

Note:  Each parcel is allocated a single vote in the process. If a parcel is owned by two or more persons the Ballot 
Sheet must be signed by the majority of owners. 

ADDRESS LABEL 
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BALLOT SHEET FOR  

RESIDENT-FUNDED TRAFFIC CALMING 

The District of Mission is considering the installation of the following traffic calming measures, as 
indicated on the map: 

1. <TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURE 1>; and
2. <TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURE 2>.

Please check one of the following: 

□ I/we DO support the above noted traffic calming

□ I/we DO NOT support the above noted traffic calming

This traffic calming project does not warrant District funding. The costs of this project are to be borne by 
the benefiting neighbourhood. If you support the identified traffic calming measures please check one of 
the following: 

□ I am/we are willing to fund the traffic calming measures, understanding that if others are
unwilling to contribute that the cost may increase. Any increase in cost will be communicated to
all funding parties prior to the project proceeding.

□ I/we DO NOT wish to financially contribute to the construction of traffic calming measures. I/we
understand that if others are also unwilling to fund the project then the project will not move
forward and traffic calming in this location will not be considered again for five (5) years.

Owner Name (print) Signature 

Owner Name (print) Signature 

Owner Name (print) Signature 

Owner Name (print) Signature 

Ballot must be received at the District of Mission Engineering Department by close of business on 
<DATE>. 

Note:  Each parcel is allocated a single vote in the process. If a parcel is owned by two or more persons the Ballot 
Sheet must be signed by the majority of owners. 

ADDRESS LABEL 
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Some key Public Transit issues in Central Fraser Valley and elsewhere, BC. 

Ken Collier 
 

 

1. In the larger picture, transit can be a key element of environmental
protection, as an overriding principle.  Canada and BC have no
chance of meeting even minimal ecological standards without
moving people and goods in significantly more efficient and
emissions-reducing ways.  Public transit is a tool available to local
government to pursue that goal.

2. Central Fraser Valley (CFV) transit is not well articulated with the
provincial system, which itself is even more disarticulated than
previously.  In Abbotsford historically, the closest bus stop to
Greyhound was 2 city blocks away.  On the Greyhound side of the
street, there is no sidewalk for most of the city block.   Public transit
to Abbotsford airport is almost impossible, with the scant scheduled
trips approaching nearly a kilometer away from the terminal building.

3. Now that Greyhound is gone, Mayor and Council should work with
other BC and Western Canada communities to press for systematic,
organized, well-funded inter-city public transit.  Abandonment of
Greyhound routes around BC leaves a many people stranded without
a vehicle, and leaves especially women and girls in dangerous
circumstances if they have to hitch hike.

4. CFV bus and other transit schedules should be re-designed, using
consultation from the Canadian National Institute for the Blind (CNIB)
or other organization with expertise concerning readability.  Colours
used in both the paper and online schedule to show routes are
difficult to separate from each other even in good light, but not
discernible in poor light.  In some cases, font size is too small.

5. Transfers from one line to another should be possible anywhere they
cross or intersect. And drivers should be encouraged to expedite
this via their communication systems on customer requests.
Customer/riders should be advised of such a service.

6. Buses should not leave major check points (such as the major street
intersections or landmarks like Mission and Abbotsford bus malls)
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early.  Early bus departures require an extra half hour wait, while late 
buses normally require only a few minutes wait. 

7. Buses should go to the major locations people want to go to.  Why
can buses not pull right up to the doors of major malls, Regional
Hospital Centers, Mission Leisure Center, the university?  Other
cities in North America do it in recognition of the growing proportion
of aging and disabled people, students, as well as generally efficient
delivery of all riders.

8. CFV Transit and the cities of Abbotsford and Mission should have
public policy positions on the proposed medium or high speed
intercity train reaching as far as Hope, BC; location of its stops in
Mission and Abbotsford; easy articulation between it and intercity
buses, the airports, and related topics.

9. Increasing use of electronic media suggest CFV Transit should equip
its buses with GPS locators so users can know where their bus is,
whether they have already missed it or it is still coming, etc.

10. Taxis play a key feature in transit issues.  They are the main non-
personal-car fall-back when public transit cannot meet a need.  Taxis
often have the monopoly on transport from malls, hotels, bus and
airport links, as public transit relinquishes these routes as part of a
guarantee to the taxi companies for profitable transport. In addition,
taxi license fees to municipalities bring considerable income to the
revenue pot, so there is a disincentive to provide low-cost public
transit where taxis now have the advantage of monopoly.

11. Uneven bus service between east and west Mission will soon be
corrected and balanced. It was a long time coming. Equity in service
provision to other areas of Mission should be a recognized principle.

12. West Coast Express service into Vancouver should offer at least one
late afternoon trip into the city and a late evening (around 11 or 11:30
PM) return trip to Mission.  That should lead to late evening bus
service in Mission and Abbotsford to connect with the train(s)
schedules.

13. Bus service on north side of Fraser River from Mission east to
Agassiz/Harrison Hot Springs (maybe to Hope), extending the Hatzic
service, and into the evening, would be good.  Mayor should work
with other CFV communities to press provincial government to fund
these services sooner than the BC Transit future planning shows.
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14. Lack of washrooms on longer trips (ie. 701 from Mission to
Coquitlam, 503 from Surrey to Langley) is a problem, especially as
population ages and as medical travel for appointments grows.
Example:  those with diabetes need more frequent access to
washrooms.

15. Parking for West Coast Express in Mission needs a better solution
than restricted street parking and the distant parking lot, especially
as the city’s new downtown development plan is completed.
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January 16, 2019 

Custom Transit Services  
Central Fraser Valley Transit System 

Name of Local Government Partner(s) 
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1.0 Custom Transit Overview 

This report is intended to provide an overview of the Custom service options within the Central Fraser 
Valley (CFV) Transit System for customers with physical or cognitive impairments.  The overview 
consists of an explanation of Custom Transit, detailed data analysis specific to the Custom service 
options within the CFV, future trends in regional demographics, and resulting recommendations, in 
accordance with provincial, national, and international best practices to improve system performance. 
The report’s goal is to provide stakeholders with useful information to make informed decisions to 
enhance the Custom service options in the CFV.     

To support your decision making, recommendations are provided in priority order for enhancing the 
availability of Custom Transit in your community.  This is intended to help the process for informing the 
three-year transit initiatives for your community.  For each recommendation, we have provided a high 
level estimate of the investment required to achieve that specific objective.  While Custom services 
pose unique challenges when forecasting budget and ridership impact, best efforts have been made to 
provide sufficient budget estimates. 

1.1 What is Custom Transit? 

Custom Transit service includes door-to-door, demand-responsive or specialized service for registered 
customers with physical or cognitive impairments who are unable to independently use the 
Conventional services some or all of the time. Depending on the community, demographics, and 
demand for Custom Transit, there are three Custom service options offered across the province of 
British Columbia (BC). These options are as follows:  

handyDART (Also referred to as Van Rides): A Custom Transit service option that provides a 
door-to-door shared ride service that uses smaller vehicles to transport clients to and from 
locations that are pre-arranged with the client ahead of their scheduled pickup time. Once 
arranged, the Operator (driver) will arrive at the client’s home or requested pickup location, help 
them board the vehicle, and safely get them to the door of their final destination. 

Taxi Supplement Program: The Taxi Supplement Program enables the handyDART 
dispatcher to book trips in taxis when handyDART is unavailable, either due to capacity issues 
resulting from the bus being too full, or because the trip cannot be accommodated within the 
requested pickup window provided by the client. For instance, if a passenger requests a trip 
when the handyDART vehicle is unavailable, Taxi Supplement enables the handyDART 
dispatcher to relay the passenger's name and pickup and drop off details to a participating taxi 
company. The taxi company then dispatches an appropriate taxi vehicle type to the client’s 
requested location and provides the service. 

Taxi Saver: Taxi Saver enables registered handyDART users to purchase taxi vouchers at a 
discounted rate of 50%. This enables registered handyDART clients to coordinate their own 
trips on their own time with participating taxi companies.   
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1.2 Elements of Effective Custom Transit Services 

There are many best practices recognized at a provincial, national, and international level that support 
the provision of effective Custom service within a transit system.  Each contribute to a Custom program 
that maximizes the availability of customized service options for registered eligible users who are 
unable to independently use the Conventional services. These best practices include: 

Functional Ability Assessments: Functional ability assessments modernize the process of 
eligibility based on a rider’s ability to use conventional service in lieu of diagnosis, age, or 
mobility device. To assist in this holistic approach to transit services, BC Transit works with 
independent Occupational Therapists, trained on public transit service options, to provide 
professional assessments leading to a recommendation for an individual’s unconditional, 
conditional, or ineligible use of Custom service options.  Conditional and ineligible assessment 
are then validated by BC Transit staff before confirmation is sent to an applicant.  This program 
ensures that services are efficiently and effectively allocated based on the customer’s abilities.  
Through proper allocation, a healthier system is maintained for all users by mitigating any one 
component of the system being unnecessarily overburdened.  This program was endorsed by 
the BC Transit Board for implementation in all handyDART systems by 2021/22. 

Travel Training: Travel Training is an important initiative to encourage and support first time 
users to navigate the transit system.  It serves to inform the community of travel options and 
unlock the latent demand that may exist within the region. Travel Training assists individuals 
who may meet the handyDART eligibility criteria in learning to use Conventional and Custom 
Transit Services.  Travel Training provides targeted information and awareness to those 
members in the community that would find it most beneficial and enable their independence by 
increasing their comfort level with Conventional services.   

Service Equity: A transit system should view conventional and custom services holistically and 
not as independent systems.  This means, while the service solution may vary based on a 
customer’s ability, availability and cost should not differ whenever possible.  Fares for custom 
services should be equal to, or not greater than 50% of, fares for conventional service.  Custom 
services should endeavor to be available during all hours of Conventional service.  Boundaries 
for Custom service should reflect those of Conventional services.  The American Disabilities 
Association recommends custom service boundaries be equal to within 1.5 kilometers in all 
directions of existing Conventional routes.  This not only provides holistic equality to services, it 
also ensures that custom transit is servicing the same densely populated zones as 
Conventional.  

Taxi Supplement: The use of supplemental services plays an important role in providing 
effective and efficient Custom service.  HandyDART buses are integral to the efficient 
transportation of customers with mobility aids and the efficiencies of moving many customers 
simultaneously. The use of flexible services (ie. taxis) to supplement handyDART service during 
peak demand periods and often for one-off customers in remote areas is key to meeting 
demand in the most efficient way.  The effective distribution of service between dedicated 
handyDART vehicles and flexible services results in an overall reduction in cost per passenger.  
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This may be particularly beneficial in employing a strategy to achieve an equal service span to 
Conventional service.  

Subscription Trips:  Subscription Trips are recurring trips that are booked well in advance and 
allow for efficient scheduling and planning.  In order to ensure availability for less frequent and 
spontaneous trips requests, the percentage of subscription trips should be monitored closely.  
When the percentage of subscription trips is high, there is less available time for non-
subscription users which will likely result in an increase in unmet trips or latent demand in the 
system from discouraged riders. The Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA) suggests that 
a ratio equal to 50 percent of subscription trips to Van and Taxi Supplement Rides will provide 
sufficient availability for non-subscription trips.  

These best practices, when employed simultaneously, have enabled communities across British 
Columbia, Canada, and the United States to thrive better than providing any option entirely on its own.  
By implementing these best practices, your community is better able to serve the holistic transit needs 
of your community.  
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2.0 Key Performance Statistics

The overall performance for the system has been stable. In 2017/18 the System saw Van Rides per 
Hour decreased from 3.21 in 2016/17 to 3.11. Geographic, sociopolitical, and demographic factors all 
play significant roles on how Custom services within a system operate. These factors combined with 
performance indicators such as the number of Unmet Trips and the number of Subscription Trips help 
guide future decisions on how best to offer Custom Services within your community.  

Unmet Trips are trips that are not fulfilled within a window of time to which they were requested. For 
instance, when a client calls the Custom services dispatcher and asks to be picked up at 3pm, but the 
dispatcher is unable to accommodate, this is reported as an Unmet Trip, even if they were able to make 
accommodations for that client at a later date/time. Unmet Trips are a key indicator as to whether or not 
other Custom Service offerings are being utilized to enable service offerings equitable to those provided 
by the Conventional services. Unmet Trips are further impacted by the number of subscribed users. 
Too many subscribed users can limit semi-spontaneous travel options and discourage current and 
future customers.  

To reduce the number of Unmet Trips, programs such as Taxi Supplement can help. Taxi Supplement 
has the ability to assign flexible service options, such as taxis, for the purposes of delivering Custom 
services to clients looking to travel during peak travel times, or during times of the day when it makes 
better sense to reserve handyDART vans for clients requiring the use of large and/or multiple mobility 
aids. By utilizing all available Custom service offerings, the system is better able and prepared to meet 
the needs of their customers throughout the day. 
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Below reflects the distribution of demand among the Custom services: 

This distribution of rides helps illustrate the way in which Custom services are provided in your 
community and demonstrates to what degree opportunities exist to adjust the distribution of rides within 
the Custom service offerings.  Adjusting the distribution of rides allows the system to properly allocate 
resources to meet demand in the most effective and efficient way.  

It is important to recognize that, with the implementation of the Custom Registration Program in 
October, 2018, a noticeable difference has already taken place in the form of managing demand as 
evident in the flattening, or even reduced number of Total Passenger Rides.  

The efficient delivery of Custom services is of paramount importance as we seek to provide better 
accessibility for riders in your system. To illustrate the current cost breakdown for your community, we 
have provided a chart below to show the average Cost per Passenger Ride among the potential service 
offerings.  It is important to note that Taxi Saver Rides reflect 50% of the fare being covered by the 
rider, thus the often significantly lower cost.    

The difference in costs among the various ride delivery methods offers an opportunity to influence the 
distribution of demand in an effort to optimize costs while providing a better overall span of service.  
Where Van Ride per Hour are lower than, or the Cost per Passenger Rider exceeds, the Peer average, 
there may exist opportunities to adjust the distribution of demand towards flexible services subject to 
their availability.   
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Another indicator of demand is Active Registrants.  Active Registrants is defined as any user of the 
system within the last 18 months.   In 2017/18, there were 491 new eligible users of Custom services 
and a total of 1,354 Active Registrants which is equal to 0.7% per Capita. The CUTA average for Active 
Registrants per Capita is 2.1%.  This indicates the relative number of Active Registrants within Canada 
for Custom Transit Services.  Where Active Registrants per Capita is below this average, this may 
indicate latent demand for Custom Services and where higher than the CUTA average, it may indicate 
that the community is keeping up with demand. 

The above table identifies the availability of handyDART, and where available Taxi Supplement, 
services in comparison to Conventional service span of hours, fares and boundaries.  The variance 
identifies the opportunity to enhance the transit services available in your community by taking a holistic 
approach and promoting equity within the transit system by ensuring those requiring Custom services 
have equal access during the same periods as those who access the Conventional services.  
Progressively addressing the variance first in the available days of service followed by the span of 
hours each day, fares and boundaries should be a priority towards the goal of equitable service.  
Flexible resources may offer an efficient method to efficiently meet, and prove, demand during these 
extended periods of time.    Where sustainable, if not multiple, flexible service options are not currently 
available in your community, strategies should be developed to support their introduction. 

Service Offerings Conventional Transit Custom Transit Variance to Conventional

Monday-Tuesday: 0745 to 1645
Monday-Tuesday, Thursday - 
Friday: 0600 to 0745 and1645 to 

2300

Wednesday: 0745 to 2130

Thursday - Friday: 0745 to 1645

Saturday: 0600 to 2000 Saturday: 0900 to 1700 Saturday: 0600 to 0900 and 1700 to 
2000

Sunday: 0700 to 2300 Sunday: No service Sunday: No service

Fares Adult Cash Fare: $2.25     Adult Cash Fare: $2.25 Same

Service Boundaries Yes Municipal Boundary To Routing

Hours of Operation

Monday-Friday: 0600  to 
2300

Wednesday: 0600 - 0745 and 2130 
to 2300
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3.0 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are presented in priority order based on the following criteria: 
• Unmet trips should be addressed as a top priority to support customer service excellence while

mitigating the build-up of latent demand;
• Initiatives to accurately identify, and maximize the availability of service for, eligible users of

Custom services;
• Initiatives to progressively address equity of service among Conventional and Custom services

with priority as follows:
o Days of service (ie. no weekend, Sunday or holiday service);
o Hours of service (ie. evening service, morning service);
o Fares;
o Service Boundaries; and,

• Other initiatives to improve the overall program.

3.1 Expand Custom Service to Address Unmet Demand 

Based on the percentage of unmet trips exceeding the threshold of 1% and the percentage of 
subscription trips exceeding the recommended threshold of 50%, it is recommended to increase the 
budget for Taxi Supplement by $37,000 to compliment the available dedicated Custom service within 
the existing hours of service to accommodate an estimated 2,159 additional rides.  

3.2 Expand Custom Service to Align with Conventional Service 

To address the identified variance of Custom service availability to Conventional service, it is 
recommended that service be expanded in phases towards the achievement of equitable access to 
transit as follows: 

• Introduce basic weekend Custom service on Sunday exclusively by means of Taxi Supplement
to reflect the Conventional days of operation at an estimated cost of $27,000

• Expand the Custom service hour span of weekday service exclusively by means of Taxi
Supplement to reflect the Conventional hours of operation at an estimated cost of $64,000

• Expand the weekend hours of Custom service exclusively by means of Taxi Supplement to
reflect the Conventional hours of operation at an estimated cost of $37,000

It is important to acknowledge that at this time, these costs do not reflect expanding the existing 
dispatch hours within which a customer will still need to call to book their trip.  BC Transit is currently 
working on initiatives to address the expansion of dispatch hours in the most effective manner. 
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3.3 Implement a Travel Training Program 

In the absence of an existing Travel Training Program, it is recommended that steps be taken to 
identifying an appropriate local community group who can support the implementation of such a 
program with the support of best practices identified by BC Transit and the local service provider. 
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January 23, 2019 

Attn: Local Government Partners 

From: Kevin Schubert 
Director, Regional Transit Systems 

Re: Custom Transit Services Report 

Identifying and prioritizing appropriate investments in transit is a key deliverable shared 
between BC Transit and local governments each year. As you know, these priorities 
ultimately inform the annual budgeting process for all funding parties.  

While investments in conventional transit services have generally kept pace with 
demand, increasing pressure from customers with physical or cognitive impairments is 
placing significant strain on custom (door-to-door assisted) transit services.    

In response to these rising pressures, the Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure 
requested that BC Transit work with its local government partners to identify 
opportunities to enhance the availability and effectiveness of custom transit service 
throughout British Columbia.  Over the past several months, we have completed a 
review of best practices and industry trends to guide a vision for custom transit services 
in BC, including handyDART.   

A fulsome discussion of the findings will be undertaken at the upcoming BC Transit 
Workshop in June.  However, one of the key findings of the review that should be 
considered during your budget development is the opportunity to align both the span of 
hours and service boundaries between conventional and custom transit. While not yet 
specifically required in British Columbia, this alignment is legislated in the United States 
and in some Canadian provinces.  Equitable services generally implies that while the 
service solution may vary based on a customer’s ability, availability and fares should not 
differ whenever possible. 

To assist you in assessing custom transit service within your boundaries, a report has 
been compiled summarizing performance and corresponding recommendations in 
accordance with best practices. A common theme of the reports is the opportunity to 
align service availability both in the days and hours of operation per day, along with 
optimization of the distribution of custom services between dedicated and flexible 
service providers.  In many cases, these enhancements are subject to identifying 
suitable, and ideally multiple, flexible service providers.     

Your Government Relations Manager will be in contact shortly to share these reports 
and discuss any recommendations.  These recommendations are intended to support 
informed decisions in development of your three year Transit Improvement Plan for the 
years 2020/21 to 2022/23. While the reports reflect the performance indicators from the 
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2017/18 operating year, updated information for the 2018/19 fiscal year will be available 
in May.   

I sincerely hope you will consider the recommendations in the development of transit 
service priorities within your transit system.  If you have any questions, I encourage you 
to reach out to your Government Relations Manager. 

Sincerely, 
On behalf of BC Transit 

Kevin Schubert 
Director, Regional Transit Systems 
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May 24, 2018 

Attn:  Dan Sommer 
Director of Development Services 
District of Mission 

Re: 3 Year Expansion Initiatives 

Dear Dan, 

As your transit system has service initiatives requiring expansion funding, we have attached a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to formalize the process of securing provincial funding on 
your behalf.  This MOU summarizes specific initiatives for the subsequent three operating years of 
2019-2020 through to 2021-2022.  These initiatives are derived from recommendations outlined in 
the most recent service plan(s) received by your council/board and validated in collaboration with 
local government staff.   

Expansion initiatives are an important component to sustaining and growing a successful transit 
system.  This investment in your transit system comes with several considerations.  To support 
council/board decision making, we have provided order-of-magnitude costing for each initiative 
based on the estimated annual expansion hours required.  Where proposed expansion is 
dependent on other infrastructure investment, this dependency will be noted in the proposed 
expansion initiatives table.  If your expansion requires additional vehicles, this is identified and is 
factored into your estimated total costs.  Please keep in mind that should funding be secured to 
support your expansion initiative  and you determine that expansion is no longer desired, the lease 
fees related to the new buses will still be added to your operating budget for a minimum of a one 
year period.   

By communicating proposed expansion initiatives as far in advance as possible we are trying to 
achieve three important goals: 

1. Ensure 3 year expansion initiatives are aligned with the expectations of local governments
2. Attain a commitment from local governments that allow BC Transit to proceed with the

procurement and management of resources necessary to implement transit service
expansions

3. Provide local government partners with enhanced 3 year forecasts that identify longer term
funding requirements.

Upon confirmation of your council/board’s commitment to the expansion initiatives, we will include 
your request in BC Transit’s draft Service Plan to the Province to seek the matching funding 
required for operating and capital costs.  If your proposed expansion requires additional vehicles in 
2019-2020, a commitment from your council/board is required by mid-June to ensure sufficient 
time for BC Transit included your requirements in our procurement process.  It is important to note 
that in the event expansion requests exceed the available funding, a prioritization process is used 
known as the Transit Enhancement Process.   
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Following confirmation of the provincial budget, I will confirm with you if sufficient funding is 
available and initiate an implementation plan, including the development of more detailed costing 
based on routing and schedules.  I look forward to working with you on the continued improvement 
of your transit service and encourage you to contact me if you have any questions regarding these 
proposed expansion initiatives.   

Yours truly, 

Lisa Trotter 
Senior Regional Transit Manager 
BC Transit 
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Expansion Memorandum of Understanding

Date May 24, 2018 
Expiry June 15, 2018 
System Central Fraser Valley Transit System 

Expansion Initiatives Agreement 
The following outlines expansion initiatives identified for your transit system along with a high level 
annual costing based on the hourly rates of your system.  Please confirm these initiatives are 
aligned with the expectations of your local government.  Upon confirmation of your local 
government’s intent to commit to the expansion and budget, we will proceed with the request to 
secure funding from the Province on your behalf.   

PROPOSED EXPANSION INITIATIVES 

AOA Period 
In 

Service 
Date 

Annual Hours Vehicle 
Requirements 

Estimated 
Annual 

Revenue 

Estimated 
Annual 

Total Costs 

Estimated 
Annual Net 

Municipal Share 

2019/20 Mar-20 

10,000 4 $135,149 $1,264,802 $607,140 

Description 

Address reliability and begin to restructure system to the TFP network 
with increased focus on the Abbotsford Downtown Exchange - Phase 2 
of the Service Improvement Report.  More detailed scheduling work is 
required to confirm vehicle reallocation and requirements as well as 
hours 

2019/20 Mar-20 

2,500 0 $33,787 $279,778 $115,362 

Description 

Introduce Sunday service on routes currently without, introduce stat 
holiday service, replace evening Rte 40 East Mission Night route with 
dedicated Rte 33 Cedar Valley & Rte 34 East Side service up until 2220 
(matching service provision on Rte 32 West Heights) 

2020/21 Sep-20 
5,000 2 $67,574 $662,564 $320,670 

Description 
Address reliability and begin to restructure system to the TFP network 
with increased focus on the Abbotsford Downtown Exchange 

2021/22 Sep-21 
5,000 2 $67,574 $694,192 $338,582 

Description 
Address reliability and begin to restructure system to the TFP network 
with increased focus on the Abbotsford Downtown Exchange. 
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Approval

On behalf of the District of Mission, I am confirming to BC Transit to proceed with the request for 
funding to the province on our behalf and that we are committed to budget accordingly as per the 
advice provided and with the knowledge a more detailed budget will follow as service details are 
confirmed. 

On behalf of the District of Mission 

Signature: __________________________________ Date: ____________________________________ 

Name: __________________________________ Position: ____________________________________ 

On behalf of BC Transit, prepared by:  Lisa Trotter, Senior Regional Transit Manager 
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Engineering and Public Works 
Memorandum 

Page 1 of 1 

File: 01-0540-20-12 

DATE: January 31, 2019 
TO: Director of Engineering and Public Works 
FROM: Engineering Technologist III – Traffic and Transportation 
SUBJECT: Traffic Enquiry Summary September 17, 2018 to January 17, 2019 

Find attached the list of traffic related enquiries received between September 17, 2018 to 
January 17, 2019, and the outcome communications. 

Michele Fernie 
Engineering Technologist III – Traffic & Transportation 
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Enquiry Category
Enquiry Sub-

Category
Type of 

Correspondence
Date of 

Correspondence
Subject Response Date / Status

Infrastructure Street Light Email 30-Jan-19 Additional Lighting by the Library Pending
Traffic Calming Email 28-Jan-19 Speeding on Stave Lake St Pending

Road Safety - Specific 
Location

Email 20-Jan-19 Traffic concerns Best Ave and Caribou St Pending

Speeding Email 20-Jan-19 Speeding in Mission Pending
Traffic Calming Email 19-Jan-19 Speeding Hatzic Pending

Parking email 17-Jan-19 Request for Handicapped spot in front of Welton Pending
Parking TIF 17-Jan-19 Pending

traffic calming email 16-Jan-19 request for well lit crosswalk on Horne and 1st Avenue for west Coast 
express users

Pending

Infrastructure Lighting form 15-Jan-19 lack of street lighting making the approach and exit difficult Pending
Misc. Delineators email 14-Jan-19 more speed dividing posts for turning left and going south on cedar at gas 

station near 7th avenue
Pending

Intersection Controls Crosswalk letter 24-Dec-18 pedestrian crossing light or flashing light Pending

Parking Safety letter 15-Dec-18 Parking and Safety issues on 7th Avenue near Hurd and Strachan Street 21-Dec-18

Signage Letter 14-Dec-18 Request for additional 40 km/h sign on 1st Ave Pending
Parking email 9-Dec-18 permit only parking spots & new parking rules consultation request for 

'Opening Nite Theatre'
Pending

Signage email 7-Dec-18 Replace yield sign with stop sign request Pending
Parking form 1-Dec-18 request for residential parking signs on one side of the street Pending
Parking email 28-Nov-18 no parking signs required at driveway for Rolley Lake patrons (request to 

followup on her orginal email inquiry that she never heard back on)
Pending

Traffic Flow email 23-Nov-18 does not want an email response. Concerned with the traffic flow and 
congestion in and out of mission, in particular the backup of traffic on Cedar 
Valley Connector and Stave Lake Street heading towards Lougheed Highway 
(has tried contacting the city a few times, but recieved no specific 
information about city's plan to relieve congestion)

Pending

Parking email 21-Nov-18 Lack of undergroung there forces residents to park on their street and they 
receive tickets for doing so between 5am to 8am and it's not practical or 
safe

Pending

Parking enforcement letter 16-Nov-18 Downtown parking concerns and enforcement concerns forwarded via. 
Mike Younie, with a request from Tracy to see if we have any info from 
Ibrahims review of parking

Pending

Parking email 16-Nov-18 Vehicle parking problems from Rolley Lake Provincial Park and closed gate in 
the winter impacting residents driveways

Pending

Intersection Controls Crosswalk Email 8-Nov-18 Signal crosswalk for Wren request  - children are getting nearly missed by 
vehicles that don't stop or go around a stopped vehicle via. the current 
crosswalk that's there.

Awaiting Crosswalk Project

Intersection Controls Crosswalk email 8-Nov-18 Request for flashing crosswalk installation at the Stave Lake and Cherry 
intersection for all the students and parents from the school that's there. 

10-Dec-18

Intersection Controls Traffic signals email 8-Nov-18 Request to install traffic lights at the Cherry and Stave Lake intersection, and 
at the Cade Barr and Cherry (near ES Richards elementary) intersection, and 
consider increasing the consistency of access to safe sidewalks for the many 
children that live in that area and need to walk to the schools and College up 
the hill. Wants the safety of access to schools, playgrounds and parks, as 
well as the flow of increasing traffic in the area to be considered in general.

10-Dec-18

Intersection Controls Crosswalk email 8-Nov-18 Stave Lake and Cherry intersection crosswalk with lights request for 
everyone crossing the street with children.

7-Dec-18

Intersection Controls Crosswalk email 8-Nov-18 Request for pedestrian crosswalk to be installed across Stave Lake (going 
east to west) to assist kids in crossing to and from school near there 
(Cherry?).

7-Dec-18

Road Safety - Specific 
Location

letter 8-Nov-18 More traffic safety measures request for Hurd at 14th Avenue Awaiting Traffic Calming 
Policy Update

Traffic Calming email 7-Nov-18 Various traffic calming measures along 14th avenue request Awaiting Traffic Calming 
Policy Update

Infrastructure Street Light letter 6-Nov-18 Street light request for by the leisure center on Taulbut Street in the back 
eastern parking lot exit area.

Sent to PW

Intersection Controls All-way Stop form 5-Nov-18 Request for 4 way stop at Stave and Ferndale due to dangerous speeding 
vehicles along north and sounth on Stave - there have been multiple 
accidents, including one that resulted a crash into his fence

12-Dec-18

Parking in person 2-Nov-18 Believes the no parking sign located up from her address and close to 
Henderson Street applies to the area it's posted in, and not her address 
location - request to correct signage (she is a new resident that recieved a 
bylaws parking ticket for her sisters parked vehicle out front of her home 
address)

30-Jan-19

Parking email 1-Nov-18 Follow request to his original request below from 2018-10-03 12-Dec-18
Parking form 29-Oct-18 No parking or small car only parking sign request for at the alley entrance on 

3rd avenue.
Pending

Signage form 25-Oct-18 Request for repositioning an out of place Stop Sign to free up a parking 
space at the Pinchbeck & Hutton intersection where the parking space is 
limited 

30-Jan-18

Traffic Enquiries
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Enquiry Category
Enquiry Sub-

Category
Type of 

Correspondence
Date of 

Correspondence
Subject Response Date / Status

Misc. email 25-Oct-18 Construction and parking/driveway access inquiry. 26-Oct-18
email 24-Oct-18 Pole in middle of cul-de-sac caused damage to residents bumper - request 

for the partial yellow plastic that covers the poles cable to extend all the way 
to the ground

29-Oct-18

Traffic Flow email 22-Oct-18 Prentis Avenue & Stave Lake Street backed up left turn lane (going west on 
Prentis, and south onto Stave) causing a congested intersection during pick 
up and drop off of students at Heritage Middle School. Request to change 
the electric arrow signals.

Pending. Traffic study 
scheduled.

Signage email 19-Oct-18 Handicapped parking stall logo needs blue trim, white line markers, and the 
posts displaying the handicap parking zone could be a foot or two lower.

10-Dec-18

Traffic Flow Phone 19-Oct-18 2 issues: 14th and Hurd All-way Stop AND
Left Turn at 14th Ave and Cedar St

Pending. Traffic study 
scheduled.

Intersection Controls All-way Stop In person 17-Oct-18 4 way stop at Egglestone & Nottman - can't see cars at the crossroad that's 
there.

Pending. Traffic study 
scheduled.

Speeding email 17-Oct-18 Silverdale Avenue (between Wren & Nelson) excessive speeding despite the 
BCAA 'Slow down - children playing' signs that many residents have 
errected.

Awaiting Traffic Calming 
Policy Update

Speeding email 15-Oct-18 Any steps taken re: speeding on Best Avenue/Caribou Street (after being 
told by RCMP that it is up to the City as to what can be done for speed 
regulation) and advised of a petition that's being started via. the residents 
on both mentioned streets

22-Oct-18

Intersection Controls All-way Stop Email 10-Oct-18 Request for stop sign installed on Carr Street at Taise Place to assist with 
excessive speeding issues and hills.

30-Jan-19

Misc. Street Use request Email 10-Oct-18 Request to borrow 2 orange pylons to mark her residental parking space on 
the sidestreet from her home that will assist with keeping construction staff 
out of there while she recovers from her pending surgery.

22-Oct-18

Misc. Street Use request Email 10-Oct-18 Inquiry for permit to put out orange pylons on road in front of house in 
order to permanently close off a section of it for personal storage use.

22-Oct-18

Signage email 10-Oct-18 Burnt out street light notification, and flashers on the posted signs or a 
hanging flashing crosswalk request for Moffat Avenue at Dewdney Trunk 
Road.

Awaiting Crosswalk Project

Traffic Calming email 10-Oct-18 Long term solutions for traffic calming out front of Silverdale Elementary 
(Rob is the schools principal).

Awaiting Traffic Calming 
Policy Update

Signage Form 5-Oct-18 No Parking Sign request @ corner of Boothby & Desbrisay Pending
Signage Email 4-Oct-18 Request for 'blind curve' cautionary signage on Mission Way 31-Dec-18

Intersection Controls Crosswalk Email 3-Oct-18 Crosswalk lights or patrol for the 7th/Columbia and 9th/Stave intersections 
(resident emailed 3 times in this instance, and added that she's been 
sending videos of the issue for over a year)

Awaiting Crosswalk Project

Signage Email 3-Oct-18 2 hour maximum parking sign request for 1st Avenue, from Murray to Horne 
because WestCoast Express users are currently using, leaving no parking for 
local business and other public to park (has been asking for 2 years as per 
this email request)

12-Dec-18

Speeding email & in person 2-Oct-18 Speeding along Cherry 10-Dec-12
Traffic Calming telephone  1-Oct-18 Request for speedbumps at the intersection of Cade Barr and Cherry to 

assist with the excessive speeding and a school nearby.
12-Dec-18

Signage Voicemail 27-Sep-18 Sign request for 'No Dump Truck' signage installed at Cedar and Tunbridge. 2018-09-31

Signage Email 24-Sep-18 Second request (see in spreadsheet for 2017 request of the same) for speed 
limit signs along 14th Ave between Cedar and Hurd for Pub Patrons that are 
speeding.

16-Oct-18

Infrastructure Convex mirror Email 18-Sep-18 Request for angular mirror at the intersection of Dunbar and Egglestone 4-Feb-19

Parking form 18-Sep-18 Parking concerns on n. side of Best Avenue - hill creating a blindspot for 
backing out of residents driveway.

Pending

Infrastructure Street Light Email 17-Sep-18 Request to find out why there are 3 new lights on Manzer Street, and if it 
pertains to a petition (and a request for a copy of the petition if it's 
available).

27-Sep-18

Signage Email 16-Sep-18 No Parking' sign request for 3rd Avenue 21-Sep-18
Infrastructure Barrier Email 16-Sep-18 Wall or barrier on Cedar Valley Connector Road request 19-Sep-18

Transit Email 6-Sep-18 Petition signed by over 100 people asking that the bus that goes down 
McEwen and turns onto Weater instead go down McEwen and turn onto 
McTaggart and up Henry to get back to dewdney. Also, for the bus that goes 
up 11th off Stave, to stop just west of Topper rather than further up 11th. 

Agenda item MTTC

Signage Email 28-Aug-18 Repaint curbs or install signs on 7th Avenue 24-Sep-18
Infrastructure Sidewalk Email 27-Aug-18 Sidewalk request for three and a half blocks on the west side of street on 

James Street (near residents address)
18-Sep-18

Signage Email 22-Aug-18 No Parking signs along Egglestone Street 29-Jan-19
Traffic Calming Email 22-Aug-18 Speed enforcement, speed bumps and traffic calming measures request Awaiting Traffic Calming 

Policy Update

Signage Email 17-Aug-18 "No Thru Road" sign request 17-Aug-18
Speeding Email 17-Aug-18 Public hearing submission for Haztic bench 21-Sep-18
Signage Email 15-Aug-18 Adding reflector to newly installed concrete barrier. 19-Oct-18
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Engineering and Public Works 
Memorandum 

Page 1 of 2 

File: 01-0540-20-12 

DATE: January 29, 2019 
TO: Director of Engineering and Public Works 
FROM: Engineering Technologist III – Traffic and Transportation 
SUBJECT: Safety Concerns at Jimmy’s Lunchbox 

RECOMMENDATION(S): 
Staff recommends that the intersection be maintained at the status quo, and that Public Works trim 
the foliage along the south side of London Avenue at Bridge Street.  

BACKGROUND: 
Staff has conducted a site visit to Jimmy’s Lunchbox. The following was observed: 

• A moderately high number of right turning vehicles cross the centerline as they turn right.
However, most do not appear to be speeding.

• The beginning of curve radius eastbound on London Avenue at Bridge Street is quite large, as
required by the relatively high truck traffic volume.

• Centerline paint has worn off, likely from right turning vehicles taking the corner widely
• Pedestrians cross Bridge Street at any location they deem convenient

DISCUSSION: 
The ICBC crash history was reviewed and one accident in the past ten years where a vehicle turning 
right onto Bridge Street has occurred. While this minimal accident history is no guarantee of future 
safety, it does indicate that the current configuration is reasonably safe. 
There are a relatively high number of vehicles that cross the centerline on Bridge Street; however, this 
appears to be related to the shape of the road, as opposed to speeding. 
To address the concerns raised regarding pedestrians crossing Bridge Street at Jimmy’s Lunchbox, 
the following were considered: 

1. Paint a crosswalk at the intersection
This option is not ideal for the following reasons:

• There are no pedestrian facilities (i.e. sidewalk or walking strip) on either side of crosswalk;
• Stop bar would need to be relocated to accommodate the crosswalk, causing potential

sight line issues to the west
• Crosswalk would not be on the pedestrian desire line, and thus is unlikely to be utilized.

2. Install a mid-block crosswalk in from of Jimmy’s Lunchbox
This option poses two significant safety concerns, firstly, that the midblock crosswalk would be
too close to the intersection, and drivers would not have enough time to react to pedestrians in
the crosswalk; and secondly, that pedestrians may assume that because there is a crosswalk
that vehicles will stop for them. These two safety concerns make this option unviable.
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3. Request Public Works trim the trees on the north side to provide better sightlines for
eastbound right turning vehicles.
This would improve the sight lines for right turning drivers.

Michele Fernie 
Engineering Technologist III – Traffic & Transportation 
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